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INTRODUCTION 
Duality relations for programming in complex space were given in [I] for 
linear programs and in [2] and [3] for quadratic programs. In this paper, we 
establish duality theorems in complex space for a larger class of nonlinear 
functions with linear constraints. 
Additional proofs of the duality theorem for complex linear programming 
are given in [4], [5], and [6]. Further discussion of complex transposition 
theorems can be found in [7]. 
NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Consider a real or complex function F(x, y) of two real variables. Introdu- 
cing the complex variable x = x + iy and its conjugate z = x - iy, we have 
x = k (z + Z), y = - i/2(x - 3). W e can thus write F(x, y) as a function .f 
of z and z considered as independent variables (see e.g., [8] p. 41). Assuming 
aFlax and aFlay exist, we now have 
(1) 
Assume now that x and y, and hence z and x are n-dimensional vectors. 
Corresponding to (I), we have, with V denoting the appropriate gradient 
vector, i.e., V, f = V, f, V, f = Vz f, V,F 3 V& V,F E 03, 
V, f = $- (V,F - iV,F), V, f = & (VIF + iV,F). 
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DEFINITION. f(z, Z) will be said to be convex throughout a region C if, 
for all z1 , z2 E C 
(2) 
(Prime denotes transpose, asterisk denotes conjugate transpose.) 
The complex programs to be considered are the following: 
Problem I (Primal) 
Minimize 
Subject to 
and 
Refk, 2) 
I arg(Az - b) I < 13 
Problem II (Dual) 
Maximize 
(3) 
(4) 
g(u, U, w) s Re[f(u, U) - u’V,f(u, ti) - u*V,f(u, U) + b*w] 
Subject to 
and 
I arg[- A*w + V,f(u, J> + V,f(u, a)1 I < p - 01 (5) 
( arg w j < 5 - /3. 
Symbols used in the above programs have the following meanings: A is an 
m x n matrix; z and u are n-vectors; b and w are m-vectors; all with entries 
from the field of complex numbers. The entries of A and b are constants; 
whereas, those of Z, w, and u are variables. 01 and /3 are, respectively, n and 
m-dimensional real constant vectors with 0 < (Y < l7/2, 0 < p < 1712. 
Here, and throughout, 17/2 denotes the vector of appropriate dimension with 
U/2 in each entry. Vector inequality constraints apply to each component of 
corresponding vectors, e.g., ) arg x 1 f 01 means 1 arg .aGb) I < G), 
k = 1, 2,..., n. Arguments of complex numbers are restricted to the interval 
(- n, n]. The complex number zero will be assigned the argument zero. 
We assume throughout that f is a convex function holomorphic in its 2n 
complex variables. 
If f is a real function, A and b have only real elements, 01 = 0 and /3 = n/2, 
then Problems I and II reduce to the dual nonlinear programs with real 
linear constraints of [9]. 
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Iff(z, Z) G $ z*Cz + p”z where C is Hermitian, then Problems I and II 
become the dual quadratic programs in complex space of [2]. If also .4, C, p 
and b have only real elements, 01 = 0 and ,/3 = IT/Z, then the dual quadratic 
programs in real space of [IO] appear. 
Iff(z, 5) G p*z, then Problems I and II reduce to the dual linear programs 
in complex space of [I]. If, also, A, p and b have only real elements, LY :-= 0 
and /3 = 17/2, then a pair of dual linear programs in real space are obtained. 
RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. The infimum of Problem I is greater than, or equal to, the 
supremum of Problem II. 
PROOF. Let (z, 5) satisfy (3) and (4), and let (u, ii, w) satisfy (5) and (6). 
From (3) and (6), 
or 
/ arg{+)(Az - b)cL)} 1 < 1 arg Sk) 1 + 1 arg(Az - b)lk) I 
II 
.K --; 
‘2 
k = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
:. Re(w*Az - w*b) > 0 
Re w*Az > Re w*b == Re b*w. 
From (4) and (5), 
1 arg{S)(- A*w + V,~(U, U) + V,~(U, a))ck)} I 
< / arg Sk) 1 + / arg( - A*w + V, f (u, ti) + V,j(q u))(~) 
(7) 
<;; k = 1, 2 ,..., 71. 
or 
:. Re[z*(- A*w + V,f(u, ii) + V,f(u, ii)] > 0 
Re z*A*w = Re w*Az ,( Re[z*V,f(u, a) + .z*V,f(u, u)] 
= Re[z’V,f(q ii) + z*V,f(u, s)]. (8) 
Thus, from (7) and (8), 
Re b*w < Re[z’V,f(u, ii) + z*V,f(u, n)]. (9) 
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From the convexity off and from (9), we now have, 
Ref(z,z)--g(u,C,w)=Re[f(x,.%)-f(u,ti)+u’V,f(u,u) 
+ u*v, f (24, u) - b*w] 
> Re[(z - 21)’ 0, f (u, IT) 
+ (z - u)* V,f (24, fz) + u’V,f(u, 3) + u”V,f(u, iz) - b”w] 
= Re[z’V, f (u, a) + z*V, f (u, CL) - b*w] > 0. 
LEMMA. If (,z O , gO) is an optimal solution of Problem I, then z,, is an optimal 
solution of the following complex linear program : 
Problem I’ 
Minimize 
F(x) = Re[x’V,f (.+, , %) + Z’V,f (q, , %)I 
Subject to 
I arg(Az - b) I < P (10) 
and 
1 arg z 1 < 01. (11) 
PROOF. z, obviously satisfies the constraints of Problem I’. We now show 
that it is also optimal. 
Suppose, to the contrary, that for some feasible zi , F(z,) < F(z,), that is, 
Let 
Wh - zo>’ Vlf (.% I %) + (x1 - 4’ V2 f (x0 p %)I , 
= Re[(z, - zo>’ V,f (q, , %) + (zl - x0)* V,f (zOj %)I < 0. (12) 
z2 = z. + A@, - x0) for some real A, O<A<l. 
Now 
I arg(Az, - b) I < B 
and 
I ad% - V I G P 
Therefore, 
implies I a&l - 4 (Ax, - b) I < B 
implies I arg Wh - 4 I < 18. 
I arg(A[l - A) zO + AZ,] - b} ( = I arg(Az, - b) I d /3. 
Similarly, 
I arg z. I G 0~ implies I arg(l - 4 x0 I < a 
and 
I arg x1 I < a implies ( arg hz, j < cf. 
Therefore, 
(13) 
(14) 
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From (13) and (14), we see that (za , D a ) is a feasible solution of Problem I. 
Expanding in a Taylor series, with RN+, denoting the appropriate 
remainder, we have 
= Re 
I 
+Re i 
1 ~‘c~+kz+-~+hf(zo, .Q 
k,+k,+...+k2,=2 k,! k,! ... k,,! itdl)“~ ... &(“)“n ~W)%+I ... &+)kzn 
x (z$l) _ x($)kl . tzp) ~ Zt))km (2:) _ ,$))‘Cn+l . . (‘t) - gt))‘zn + Re RN+1 
= X Re[(.zl - z,,)’ VJ(z, , Zo) + (~1 - .d* VJ@+, , z0>1 I 
+Re 5 A’ 
k +k2+...k,,-l @l+-.+“znj(z, 2~) 
k~+k+..+k~& k,! k,! ... k,,! az(l)kl . . . &+lk, &$llk,+, . . . a$nlken 
Since limN,, R N+l = 0, by choosing X > 0 sufficiently small, the right- 
hand side of the above equation can be made to take the sign of 
which, by (12), is negative. 
Hence, 
contradicting the hypothesis that (z, , Q is an optimal solution of Problem I. 
Thus, a, is an optimal solution of Problem I’. 
THEOREM 2. If (z,, , %,J is an optimal solution for Problem I, then there 
exists a vector (u,, , ii,, , wO), with u,, = z, , that is optimal for Problem II, and, 
the extreme values of the two objective functions are equal. 
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PROOF. Assume (z,, , z,) is an optimal solution of Problem I. By 
Theorem 1, if there exists (zq, tiO , q,) that is feasible for Problem II, and, 
such that Ref(z, , so) = g(u, ,~a, w,,), then (u,, , ~a, wO) is optimal for 
Problem II. 
By the Lemma, x,, is an optimal solution for Problem I’. Now, the dual 
to Problem I’ is the following [l]: 
Problem II’ 
Maximize 
Re b*w 
Subject to 
and 
I ad- A*w + Vlf(~, , %) + V2fh, .%)I d g - a (15) 
1 arg w j < F - /3. (16) 
By the duality theorem for linear programming in complex space ([l], 
Theorem 2.2), there exists a vector w,, that is optimal for Problem II’ and such 
that 
--- 
W%‘Vlf(~o , %) + ~~‘V~f(q, , %)I = W~,‘V,f(~, , %,> +~,,*V,f(z,, %)I 
= Re b*w, . (17) 
6% 9 %3 3 w,J is obviously feasible for Problem II. We now show that it is 
also optimal. 
Let (u, U, w) be any other feasible solution of Problem II. Now, 
&, , % , w,J -g(u, @, w) = Re[f&,, f) - q,‘V,f(q, , -%J - ~*V,f(z, , x,) 
+ b*w,, -f(u, “) + u’V,f(u, @) 
+ u*V,f(u, 5) - b*w 
= Re[f(q, , %,,) -f(u) a> + u’V,f(u, is) 
+ u*V,f (u, 6) - b*w] 
= Re[(z, - u)’ V,f(u, ii) 
+ (%I - u>*v,f(%q + u'V,f(u,@) 
+ u*V,f (u, ti) - b*w] 
= Re[z,‘V, f (u, U) + .q,*V, f (u, U) - b*w] > 0 
(by (17), the convexity off, and (9)). 
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Thus, (z,, , zO , wJ is an optimal solution for Problem II. Finally, from (I 7) 
it follows that 
g(q, , z,, , zoo) s= Re[f(z,, , 2”) - zo’C,f(zO , 5,)) - ~~*G,f(z, , 2”) + b*zu,] 
= Ref(+, , %,,), 
verifying the equality of the objective functions. 
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